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Abstract 
 
The technological advances and globalization are branding the new era. Nowadays, 
information is easily spread, knowledge disseminates fast and people move at an eager 
pace. Economies are more open and the international movement of goods and people is 
increasing. In the European Union this phenomenon is of particularly importance and 
dimension, due to liberalization of markets and the abolition of passport control 
between member states. Measuring these movements became increasingly more 
difficult to do.  
Considering the impacts that migration exerts on the economy and demography of a 
country it is now more important to measure it. However, this is not a simple task: due 
to the lack of control no records on these movements are kept and no reliable data is 
available. In spite of the desire to access detailed information, it is necessary to note that 
the confidentiality of data is essential. If by one hand we want to measure accurately the 
phenomenon, the individuals and their decisions, by another hand we must preserve the 
individuals’ privacy at all times. The goal of this work is to derive information about 
Portuguese emigration and produce a confidential microdata database [a dataset with 
unidentifiable individual level information]. 
In the present work, an Agent-Based Model is developed to explain and simulate 
individual decisions towards emigration. The model is applied to the Portuguese 
population and a simulation is done to compute data about emigrants, their 
demographics [personal traits], the information which influence their decision and the 
destination country where they chose to emigrate to. Model validation is performed by 
comparing simulated data with real data, through a Genetic Algorithm. 
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Resumo 
 
Os avanços tecnológicos e a globalização estão a marcar a nova era. Atualmente, a 
informação e o conhecimento disseminam-se rapidamente e os indivíduos movem-se a 
um ritmo acelerado. As economias abriram-se ao mundo e os movimentos 
internacionais de bens e pessoas aumentaram. Na União Europeia este fenómeno tem 
uma particular importância e dimensão, devido à liberalização dos mercados e à 
abolição do controlo fronteiriço entre países membros. É agora mais difícil medir estes 
movimentos. 
Considerando os impactos que a migração exercerá na economia e na demografia de um 
país é agora mais pertinente medir este fenómeno. Contudo, esta tarefa não é simples: 
devido à inexistência de controlo fronteiriço não são efetuados registos destes 
movimentos, pelo que não estão disponíveis dados fiáveis sobre o mesmo. Apesar da 
vontade de aceder a informação detalhada, é necessário ter em atenção que a 
confidencialidade dos dados é essencial. Se por um lado queremos medir o fenómeno e 
estudar os indivíduos e as suas decisões, por outro temos de preservar a sua privacidade. 
Desta forma, o objetivo do presente trabalho é desenvolver ums base de microdados 
sobre emigrantes portugueses totalmente confidencial. 
Um modelo baseado em agentes será desenvolvido para simular as ações e decisões dos 
indivíduos com enfoque na emigração. O modelo é aplicado à população Portuguesa e o 
seu resultado compreenderá um conjunto de dados sobre emigrantes portugueses, as 
suas características demográficas, as variáveis que influência a sua decião de emigrar e 
qual o país de destino. A validação do modelo é realizada comparando os dados 
simulados com os dados reais através de um algoritmo genético. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Human migration beholds the movement of a person from one region to another, within 
the same country - internal migration -, or from one country to another – international 
migration - with the objective of settling at his destination permanently or for a 
determined period of time. (IOM, 2011) Emigration contemplates the outgoing flow of 
people from a country of origin to another, settling in the destination region. 
Immigration represents the incoming flow of people from different countries or regions 
to a given country. 
Migration has been, through history, a sign of change. Guided by political or economic 
reasons, individuals are forced or chose to leave their land, conducing to social 
transformations and forming moving patterns, whose predictability relies on the 
observation of these movements over long periods.(Portes, 1978) 
Since the opening of the frontiers across the European Union it has become 
progressively harder to determinate accurately the migratory movements of European 
citizens within member states. This difficulty in measuring the phenomenon relies on 
the high dimension of international movements1, on the lack of reliability of data 
provided by data sources, on the inexistence of a standardized policy for measuring and 
documenting migration between different countries, the possibility of underground or 
illegal migration (Whitehead & Hashim, 2005) and the abolishment of passport control 
throughout the Schengen Area. Nations, however, make efforts to estimate these fluxes, 
due to the influence in which population fluctuations exert in the economy. 
Portugal has been registering, since 2011, a negative net migration, which means that 
the number of people leaving Portugal (emigration) is higher than the number of people 
coming in (immigration). Until 2014 there was an upwards tendency for emigration, and 
in spite of the decrease in the number of emigrants, we are still not able to invert the 
negative balance in migration. The dimension of this population indicator is being 
                                                 
1
According to the United Nations Population Division, international migration has more than doubled 
since 1975. Most migrants are living in Europe (56 million). (UN, 2002)  
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reflected in the Portuguese economy, mainly because 93% of all emigrants are part of 
the active population (INE, 2015) and a considerable number are graduates and skilled 
individuals2. So that we may act we need to correctly measure the phenomenon, and 
implement preventive measures rather than reactive ones. 
The individual’s choice to move from the country of origin into a different one relies on 
a series of causes, some of which may be quantified and others that, because of their 
characteristics, may not. Economic factors are some of the quantifiable variables that 
influence individuals’ decision -such as unemployment rate, economic crises, low 
incomes –, and they are known to be determinant factors of emigration, as observed in 
the twentieth century European wave of emigration (Petersen, 1952). Individual 
characteristics, on the other hand, cannot be measured, but they ponder on the agent’s 
decision, as such they too have to be considered in his decision. 
As a demographic phenomenon, the study of migration relies on the study of 
individuals, their needs, desires and decisions, data on the subject must therefore, 
preferentially, focus on individual agents. Databases composed by records with 
individual level information are called microdata databases. This type of databases is 
most useful for researchers, because data is presented in a raw state, this is, no statistical 
analysis is showed alongside the publication of the data, allowing for investigators to 
perform any statistical study desired.  
Until the moment, available information on the subject of migration is displayed at an 
aggregated level. Data presented refers to some statistically relevant information at a 
macro level, conditioning or obstructing further investigations. In this thesis we aim to 
estimate data on Portuguese emigration and to build a microdata database for public 
use, the goal is to create a freely-available database to consultation, so that researchers 
and investigators can have access to complete data which might be useful for future 
studies.  
Although our main objective is to make information available, so that policy makers can 
construct well thought decisions and investigators can further research the demographic 
phenomenon of migration in a globalized world era, we must keep in mind that 
                                                 
2 According to Statistics Portugal, 30% of the Portuguese emigrants, in 2014, were college graduates, and 
17% completed high school and similar or higher specialized curses. (INE, 2015) 
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disclosure of detailed information about individuals brings confidentiality issues to the 
surface. According to Hundepool et al. (2012) there is a need to find equilibrium 
between disclosing information and protect the privacy of the respondents, because as 
Duncan, Keller-McNulty, and Stokes (2001) stated confidentiality is indispensable for 
ethical and practical reasons, otherwise the quality and availability of the information 
would be put to question, as respondents would not have incentives to answer truthfully 
to the questionnaires. For this reason we chose to create a Public Use File (PUF). In 
PUF, unlike Scientific Use Files (SUF) or Secure Use Files, there is no restriction for 
consultation of the data provided, because the risk of identification of the respondents is 
almost nule due to the anonimization of the data or to other techniques of masking, such 
as synthetic data generation. 
The data shown in this database will be computed through a model, using insights from 
the field of Agent-Based Computational Demography (ABCD) simulation, alongside 
with game theory. The model presented is an Agent-Based Model, which is a 
computational approach to the study of human behavior (Billari et al., 2003), where 
each agent is modeled individually, allowing for heterogeneity. Each agent (person) has 
a choice, whether or not to migrate, and he chooses to migrate when the gain of staying 
in Portugal is lower than that of emigrating to a foreign country.  
The final output of our work, a database with information about Portuguese emigrants, 
is to be used as a tool for future investigations, as such the results need to be as accurate 
as possible, therefore our goal is to achieve a solution most similar to the reality. Since 
validation of the model is necessary to achieve this objective, the results need to be 
analyzed and, when necessary, the model inputs will need adjustments, as such at each 
iteration an analysis is performed on the model and a calibration is done whenever the 
distance from the simulated results is above desired. This validation and respective 
calibration is done using a Genetic Algorithm - in our case the goal is to optimize the 
weights assigned by the agents to the various indicators, which provide information 
about the destination countries. These indicators give the agents insights on the quality 
of life in the destination country or the distance between cultures (e.g., linguistic 
distance). 
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Using game theory and simulation algorithms agents’ movements are simulated. Each 
agent aims to maximize his utility, according to the values assigned to the variables that 
affect his choice pondered by its personal characteristics. The variables presented in the 
model derived from previous studies in the matter of migration which are proven to be 
determinant in the decision making process (Baláž, Williams, & Fifeková, 2014; 
Dontsov & Zotova, 2013; Van Dalen & Henkens, 2013). Some studies made in this 
field concentrate in finding the main reasons for migration instead of calculating those 
fluxes (Dontsov & Zotova, 2013; Van Dalen & Henkens, 2013) others use real data to 
predict future results (Baláž et al., 2014). However, no previous investigations focus on 
the creation of reliable and accurate data. This will be the main innovation presented in 
the thesis. 
The present work is structured as follows. The second chapter will present a literature 
review of previous work: the first section is dedicated to the description of some models 
focused on the study of migration, which will be useful in order to determine which 
variables are determinant to the agents’ decision (these are the variables to be used 
when building the emigration model); the second section is destined to the overview of 
the application of Agent-Based Models to migration; the third section gives an overview 
on the Genetic Algorithm and the fourth section is dedicated to the review on 
confidentiality and microdata databases. Chapter 3 is destined to the description of the 
model, the implementation of the genetic algorithm and the explanation of the 
simulation. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the review and analysis of the results. Chapter 5 
concludes the work, gives an overview on the model results and the main conclusions 
are described. 
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2. Literature Review 
 
In order to construct the mentioned microdata data base there is a need to design a 
model that can be used as a tool to emulate reality with a mathematical formulation. 
Fernandes (2015)  This theoretical model will be the base structure to simulate agents’ 
movements. Every agent (person) will present specific characteristics and assign certain 
values to the variables which will influence his choice of whether or not to emigrate. 
The foundations of this model are the variables that influence the decision making 
process of agents, these will be chosen according to the proven evidence of its role in 
the migration decision. In the next section an overview on the different subjects which 
will be included in our work will be presented. Previous works will be presented to 
review the state of the art and provide context for the construction of our model. An 
overview of the Genetic Algorithms is also done, as it will be used as an optimization 
algorithm for the model developed. Finally, a brief explanation of the confidentiality 
issues associated with the publication of microdata databases is given, because our goal 
is to publish the database derived from the model and simultaneously ensure that there 
are no limitations to its consultation. 
 
2.1 Studies on Migration 
 
a. Survey Methods 
 
Migration studies focus many times on the decision making process of migration, the 
main objective of these investigations is to prove or discover the reasons for migration 
of individuals (Dontsov & Zotova, 2013; Van Dalen & Henkens, 2013).  
In order to explain the influence which some variables exert in the decision to migrate, 
researchers may recur to a survey strategy. This strategy consists in a selection of a 
sample of people, with certain characteristics, which are representative of a population, 
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and serve them questionnaires, interviews or other form of inquire, in order to collect 
data to retrieve the knowledge desired (Kelley, Clark, Brown, & Sitzia, 2003). 
The results computed by some of these studies might be sought in order to evaluate if a 
presumption made is in fact true (Dontsov & Zotova, 2013) or access the determinant 
factors for a decision, in this case whether or not to migrate (Van Dalen & Henkens, 
2013). 
The main disadvantage of this method is the narrow extension of the survey, since due 
to the costs of performing these questionnaires only a small percentage of individuals (a 
sample) are chosen to answer and these individuals are chosen according to a set of 
characteristics determined by the investigators. This might lead to a skewed analysis, 
since the sample may not be representative of an entire population. More disadvantages 
are connected to the quality of the data and the response rate, since not all individuals 
who are targeted to respond will deliver (Kelley et al., 2003) 
According to Dontsov and Zotova (2013) there are three major groups of factor that 
determine the decision of emigration: economic factors (connected to the quality of life 
and improvement of the financial situation), self-realization factors and family related 
reasons. Dalen and Henkens (2013) highlight four major factors: human capital, social 
forces, personality traits and dissatisfaction with home country. 
 In both investigations there are many common determinants, as expected, such as 
personality traits and social forces (focus on household composition and family 
influence), dissatisfaction in the origin country is also depicted in both studies, on both 
private and public domain (focus on security and politics, and societal problems). 
 
b. Experimental Methods 
 
Another method of research is the experimental method. With this method a controlled 
experience is developed in order to achieve the same goal depicted above, prove or 
discover the reasons for migration of individuals, testing how the variables chosen 
influence the dependent variable. (Blakstad, 2008) In this example a sample of 
university students were faced with a hypothetical task, the goal being to choose a 
foreign work to work at, facing a finite number of possibilities (Baláž et al., 2014). This 
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study, as the previous, bases its conclusions on the results drawn of this experiment, 
which included interviews and questionnaires to the participants in order to collect the 
necessary data. The method used will therefore present similar handicaps, such as the 
chosen sample of individuals is not representative of an entire society, as it focuses on 
students, so the conclusions cannot be transversely derived. 
The example mentioned (Baláž et al., 2014) is in line with the examples shown in the 
previous section, when it comes to life satisfaction (including wages and living costs), 
security and health. However, they add the climate variable, as well as the language 
difficulty to the decision. 
 
2.2 Agent-Based Modeling 
 
Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is a computational method that enables investigators the 
chance to develop models centered on agents (usually individuals or organizations) and 
their surrounding environment (Gilbert, 2008). Unlike other modeling methods, which 
impose strict and unrealistic rules required for the development of mathematical 
analysis, ABM resorts to computational tools which allows for the relaxation of such 
assumptions. The major advantage of agent-based modeling is the capacity of 
translation on to the agents the amount of individual level information at our disposal 
(e.g., motivations, necessities, desires), not possible for other methods which demand 
the use of aggregated data. (Bankes, 2002) 
Agent-Based Computational Demography is a computational approach to the study of 
human behavior. It has been used by social scientists in different fields, such as Agent 
Based Computational Economics (ACE) and Social Simulation. (Billari, Ongaro, & 
Prskawetz, 2003). 
The attention is placed on the explanation rather than prediction of the behavior, and the 
model is based on individual agents. The focus on individuals will allow for 
heterogeneity, and agents can therefore have different preferences or assign different 
values to different variables. Generally, agents’ modeling starts with assumptions 
(realistic rules) that will help to model agents’ behavior. The simplicity of this approach 
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turns out to be an advantage, since it requires a good model to be formulated (one that is 
based on valid and proven assumptions) and a high enough number of simulations in 
order to present consistent results. (Billari et al., 2003)  
Unlike statistical models, whose goals are to understand why specific decisions are 
taken by humans (and the observable and computed data are similar, as seen in the 
previous studies), agent-based modeling allows for the construction of a model where 
agents’ are able to make a decision: assumptions on the agent behavior are made and the 
agents’ permissions and constraints are modeled, in order to simulate agent’s behavior. 
This represents the main advantage of this modeling technique, since the absence of 
data on the matter of migration would interfere with the use of a statistical model. 
(Billari et al., 2003) 
When it comes to the application of this modeling technique to migration it differs from 
previous work (Benenson, Omer, & Hatna, 2003; Heiland, 2003) in the matter that, a set 
of variables is taken into account but instead of collecting data that confirms its 
applicability, it will assume different values to the variables and simulate agents’ 
behavior accordingly. 
When comparing the simulated results of different models with real data, we can 
confirm the quality of this approach, since the outcome is often shown to be well fitted 
to the real world. (Anjos & Campos, 2010; Benenson et al., 2003; Heiland, 2003). 
Once again, the variables used to construct the models are in sync with the previous 
work, with highlight on social networks of agents (Anjos & Campos, 2010) and 
employment status (Heiland, 2003) as main focus. 
 
2.3 Genetic Algorithm 
 
Genetic Algorithms (GA), first developed by Holland (1975) are search procedures for 
solving optimization problems. They mimic the processes observed in evolutionary 
genetics, and are used as a learning mechanism for adaptation of a population toward 
her surrounding environment. (Holland & Miller, 1991). The basic principles 
underlying Genetic Algorithms are based on the notion that evolution results of the 
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modifications occurring in the chromosomes: the strongest and fittest are more 
frequently reproduced according to natural selection, and their children are the result of 
combinations of their genetic material, and may suffer mutation resulting in differences 
in comparison to parents chromosomes (Glover, Kelly, & Laguna, 1995). 
GA’s are a simulation of an evolutionary process, where chromosomes are evaluated 
and selected according to a performance measure, which is called the chromosome’s 
fitness function. The ones with higher fitness (parent chromosomes) will produce the 
next generation of chromosomes, copied from the first one. Afterwards the genetic 
algorithm implements some kind of transformations within the chromosomes, and the 
new population will present some of the parents characteristics and some new genetic 
material (Holland & Miller, 1991). 
The original and simpler GA represents chromosomes in a binary form, each one being 
composed by genes, to which are given the value 0 or 1, and a group of chromosomes is 
called a population. In order to create a new population (or offspring), the chromosomes 
with better performance are selected and reproduce according to a crossover operation. 
This process is executed according to the following steps: the chromosomes are paired, 
a point in their length is chosen randomly, and the genes to the left of that point are 
trade between both chromosomes (Holland & Miller, 1991). The offspring may go 
through some transformations as well, that is, some genes might suffer some 
modifications while the remaining are copied from their parents. This is called 
mutation. In order to perform a mutation a probability was computed, if the probability 
was met than a replacement is performed. (Glover et al., 1995) 
 
2.4 Microdata and Confidentiality 
 
In modern world access to information is an advantage and a necessity, a key to 
development. The fast growth of new technologies boosts and encourages the 
dissemination of that information, its reliability and availability is crucial to the decision 
making process, and the search for increasingly detailed data augments (Silva, 2015). 
Now, more than ever, confidentiality issues are being shed to light, as they are 
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intrinsically related to the sharing of detailed information, which can lead to the 
identification of the respondents. 
Information can be presented in two different forms, at micro or macro level, according 
to the level to which the data refers to. Microdata relates to individual level information. 
The records on microdata databases are associated to a person, a family or a company, 
and its information relates to each respondent individually (Hundepool et al., 2010). 
Macrodata, on the other hand, includes aggregated information associated to a group of 
subjects with similar characteristics. These databases are presented in a tabular form and 
the information is aggregated combining characteristics among the subjects. For a long 
period of time, statistic organizations chose to publish macrodata in order to disclosure 
information, as a mean to protect the subjects’ identity and preserve their privacy 
(Hundepool et al., 2010). 
Microdata databases, however,  are more advantageous: for once, they allow policy 
makers to obtain answers for complex questions; secondly, several studies might be 
conducted, their results can be evaluated and replicated, conducing to a scientific 
safeguard of the data; thirdly, the quality of data is evaluated, using it will reveal 
possible processing errors or gaps in the information, paving the way for the 
implementation of improvements in the process of collection and dissemination of 
information by the responsible organizations; fourthly, it provides investigators the 
possibility to study the marginal effects of a phenomenon, instead of relying only of the 
average effects; for last, it benefits the organization responsible for the publication of 
the information, shedding light to the work developed, increasing their legitimacy, 
allowing the return of the investment made when producing the information.(Lane, 
2003) However, when publishing individual level information, the risk of the 
identification of the respondent increases substantially. 
In order to respond to the confidentiality problematic, several techniques were 
developed with the aim of reducing the possibility of identification of the individuals. 
Anonymizing the data, or eliminating identifiers from the microdata datasets (name, 
address, social security identification, among others), are some possible approaches 
available. However its effectiveness is far from desired, because when complementary 
databases are available for consultation, the crossing of information between one or 
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more datasets (even in the aggregated level) is possible, thus enabling for the 
identification of the respondents. (Winkler, 2005) The works of Sweeney (2002), 
Bethlehem, Keller, and Pannekoek (1990), or Narayanan and Shmatikov (2008), prove 
this theory right.  
In order to protect the respondents, data suppliers must only disclosure safe information 
to the public. Databases must undergo through statistical disclosure control (SDC) 
processes to make it impossible for intruders to identify the subjects, this techniques are 
defined as a set of methods that reduce the risk of releasing individual level information 
(Hundepool et al., 2010) and consist in applying statistical methods to modify the data 
in order to do so. Nonetheless, these techniques do not eliminate entirely the risk of 
disclosing information - they lower it considerably to a point where sensitive 
information cannot be revealed with certainty (Quatember & Hausner, 2013). 
Although SDC techniques are essential when disclosing safe databases, there is a trade-
off between the gain of publishing the information and the loss of detail and accuracy 
that may result from the changes applied by these methods. There is a variety of 
methods available to protect the data: i) masking methods, ii) generation of synthetic 
data and iii) hybrid data files (a mixture of the two previous methods). 
Masking Methods consist in transforming the original data by applying different 
modification methods, for example adding noise, or aggregation variables in classes 
(Mateo-Sanz, Martinez-Balleste, & Domingo-Ferrer, 2004). These methods can be 
categorized in two forms: i) Perturbative Methods, in this technique transformations are 
applied to the data before its publication, new combination of unique variables may 
emerge in the new dataset, which do not existed in the original one, and original 
combinations may disappear from the original to the perturbed database, however 
statistical integrity must be preserved; and ii) Non Perturbative Methods, no alterations 
are made using these methods, the detail of the dataset is rather reduced or suppressed 
(Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 2001). These methods will not be used in this work, but there 
are various works which further explore these techniques. (Domingo-Ferrer & Torra, 
2001; Hundepool et al., 2010) 
Generation of synthetic data, on the other hand, does not alter in any form the original 
data, instead, a new database of synthetic data is generated. The new data is composed 
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only by random values, which offer the same statistical properties of the original data, 
but cannot be linked to any respondent (Mateo-Sanz et al., 2004). When this technique 
is only applied to a specific portion of a database it is called a hybrid data file. In this 
file a part of the information undergoes to some masking processes while the rest in 
generated synthetically.  
Data users can rely on the synthetic data and apply the same statistical studies, achieve 
valid and correct conclusions, using various methods of analysis, with the same 
accuracy as using the original data (Reiter, 2005). Some authors believe that synthetic 
data sets are preferable as they result from random sampling rather than other complex 
sampling methods (Raghunathan, Reiter, & Rubin, 2003).  
Despite the advantages mentioned, synthetic generation of data presents the same risks 
as the traditional masking methods for protection of data, when it comes to the balance 
between the risk [of the respondents’ identification] and the utility [provided of the data 
analysis] (Reiter, 2005). The generation of data depends on the model and techniques 
used, once they fail when retrieving the statistical relevance of the variables, the output 
will mirror the same errors, and the files will no longer be useful if that happens.  
Rubin was one of the first authors to use generation of data has a data protection 
technique (Rubin, 1993). Over the years other authors recur to the simulation of data in 
order to improve the production and publication of information (Mateo-Sanz et al., 
2004; Reiter, 2005).  
Different methods can be used in order to produce the data. Multiple Imputation is one 
of the most used methods, it is proven to generate good results, but a high 
computational time is required and the models and techniques used are very complex 
(Kennickell, 1999; Mateo-Sanz et al., 2004; Reiter, 2005; Reiter & Drechsler, 2010). 
Post-masking optimization, despite being initially designed for making methods, can be 
applied to the generation of synthetic data, and the goal is to preserve the largest 
number of moments, up to m-th order, using an optimization algorithm (Mateo-Sanz et 
al., 2004). Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is presented as a third alternative to the 
generation of data, this method resorts to a scheme of stratified sampling and uses 
iterations to search the entire range of variables that compose the original data set, 
highlighting relevant variables, the goal is to generate multivariate simulated data sets, 
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this method also requires high computational time (Huntington & Lyrintzis, 1998; Iman, 
2008; Shields & Zhang, 2016; Vořechovský, 2015). 
Although some studies are focused on the anonymization of a microdata file, the present 
work will not follow these techniques, since such original files are not available for 
anonymization. Rather than anonymize a dataset it is important to derive data from 
several sources of information and comprise it on a microdata database, due to its 
synthetic nature confidentiality is preserved. Some studies resort to aggregated level 
databases to retrieve the information provided and use it for the simulation of data. 
Gargiulo, Ternes, Huet, and Deffuant (2010) and Ballas, Clarke, and Wiemers (2005) 
are examples of the implementation of such method.  
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3. An Agent-Based Simulation Model for Migration 
 
In the present chapter we will present the agent-based model created for the simulation 
of migratory movements, from now forward designated by ABMig. The model that 
follows will be based on a set of variables, which influence the agent’s behavior, 
according to the relative importance the individual assigns to them. Each agent will be 
assigned with personal traits and a simulated population, which represents the 
Portuguese population, will be created. Once the population is set, and all information 
about the possible destination countries is made available to the agents, each one 
ponders the relevance of this data, assigns a weight to each variable, computes the gain 
of both alternatives [staying or leaving the home country], and makes his decision 
accordingly. The model will therefore generate synthetic data from statistical 
distributions, instead of using already existing data on migration (since it does not exist, 
as it has been stated before). 
 
3.1 Migration Model 
 
A model is a mathematical representation of reality. It allows us to represent a complex 
world into equations and mathematical formulations so that, in a fairly easy fashion, we 
can comprehend it. When building a demographic model, the goal is to make it possible 
for us to predict impacts and outcomes of human decisions. With the following model 
we aim to understand the current Portuguese migration phenomenon and predict its 
dimension. 
In order to better comprehend the model and facilitate its reading, from now forward, all 
variables will be noted as W, I and X: W is for agent variables, I for global variables 
(indicators) and X are random variables. Each agent is represented by i and the country 
index is given by j (j0 is assigned to Portugal). 
 
a. Population 
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The focus of a demographic agent-based model are people, therefore the first step of the 
model is to create a population of agents. The input population (group of agents with 
which the simulation initiates) is a simulated set of the Portuguese population, based on 
real characteristics. In order to simplify the execution of the simulation, we will be 
focused on a single moment in time. The simulation will be performed considering a 
static population, i.e. the number of agents, or their personal attributes will not vary. If 
we considered more than one period of time there would be a possibility for the 
existence of births or deaths, marriages and ageing of the population, as well as a 
variation in the education of the agents. Such considerations would be too complex to 
integrate the present model, they can however be explored in future works. 
In order to generate an identical population, data on the Portuguese population was 
retrieved. Variables’ probabilistic distributions were used as a mean of approximation 
between the real and the simulated population, i.e., simulated data presents an identical 
distribution to the real data.  
All the information used was initially presented at an aggregated level, and the 
probabilistic distribution of each variable was calculated. Four variables were used to 
describe the agents: age, gender, level of education and marital status. The agent’s age 
and gender were assigned independently, his level of education and marital status were 
however conditioned to the first variable, as the age of an individual will influence both. 
For example, a twelve-year old boy or girl is highly unlikely to be married or have an 
education level superior to high school. The latter two variables (level of education and 
marital status) conditioned probabilities were calculated in order to maximize the 
simulated data closeness to reality. 
These four variables will influence the agent’s propensity to emigrate, independently of 
the country of destination. They will weigh the agent’s tendency to leave the home 
country, and thus skew his decision. Although all variables are of relevance to the 
agents’ characterization, when calculating the agent’s probability to migrate only age 
and level of education will be considered. Marital status is believed [by common sense 
assumption] to exert influence in the decision to leave the country, but no data on 
Portuguese emigrants is available, therefore it is not possible to accurately measure its 
influence, and, as such, the variable was set aside. 
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Agent’s propensity to emigrate is a probability, computed by observing the agents' age 
and level of education and determining how the two parameters influence his likelihood 
to emigrate. We considered data on Portuguese emigrants and calculated the 
probabilities distribution of both variables (once again the education level is conditioned 
to age). The age of each individual is observed and a probability - P(Age) – is derived 
accordingly, the same is done when observing the individual’s education level - 
P(Education|Age). 
Although the agents’ personal traits influence this measure, not all agents who present 
identical attributes will have the same propensity to migrate, i.e., two agents of the same 
age do not present the exact same will to migrate. In order to assign a measure which 
translates the agents’ heterogeneity, a weight (which varies from individual to 
individual) is added to each probability.  
The weights follow a normal distribution3, ensuring that each agent is assigned a 
different and random value for his propensity to migrate. The variance of the weights is 
calculated depending on the mean. One of the Gaussian distribution properties is 
derived from the mean and the standard deviation, it is known that 99.7% of all values 
are located within 3 standard deviations from the mean. In order to maximize the use of 
all possible values 4 standard deviations can be considered, as such a quarter of the 
minimum between the mean and 1-mean was considered as the standard deviation of the 
distributions of weights.  
 
The weights are derived as follows: 
𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒
  ~  N (𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒
, min (𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒
,1-𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒
)*1/4) 
𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑒
  ~  N (𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑒
, min (𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑒
,1-𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑒
)*1/4) 
 
The agents’ propensity for migrating is represented by Pi and it is computed as follows: 
Pi = [P(Age)+ 𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒
] x [P(Education|Age) +𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑒
]  (3.1)  
 
 
                                                 
3A normal distribution was selected to ensure that a randomness parameter is included.  
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b. Gain and Utility 
 
Once the population is set, the next step is to determinate how each agent will chose 
between staying in the country or leaving to another. This decision will rely on the 
agents’ utility. In economics and game theory, the utility is a measure of preference - it 
intends to measure how much an agent is willing to pay for each available option, and 
we assume the agents will be prone to pay more for the option of their preference. 
In our model the utility will be measured by calculating the agents’ gain, because 
rational agents will select the option which yields the highest benefit (or the lowest 
losses), and pondering it by the propensity to emigrate, because it is not right to assume 
that human beings are fully rational. An agent can highly benefit from moving to a 
different country and still chose not to do it, because of other factors (such as family or 
fear of the unknown).    
A range of options is available to our agents and to each one is assigned a utility, which 
differs among the individuals. The agents can decide either to emigrate to one of the 
listed countries or to stay in Portugal. In order to do so, some information about each 
country (including Portugal) is made available. This information comprises several 
indicators which portrait the potential quality of life lived in the country.  
In this model we have considered seven indicators, which are determinant to the agents’ 
assessment of the potential benefit he will get when moving to a country (as seen in 
chapter 2). The indicators considered as relevant and the measure which mirrors them 
come as illustrated on Table 1.  
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Indicator  Source Variable 
Health Word Data Bank (WDB, 2016) Total expenditure on health in % of the GDP 
Safety Word Data Bank (WDB, 2016) 
Number of Intentional Homicides, per 100 
000 people 
Living Costs     
   Wage    OECD (OECD, 2016) Average Anual Wage 
   For. Emp. Rate    OECD (OECD, 2016)  Foreign Employment Rate 
   PPP    Wordatlas (WDA, 2016) Consumer Price Index (2010=100) 
Population United Nations (UN, 2016) 
Number of portuguese people in the 
destination country 
Distance World Fact Book (CIA, 2013) 
Distance, in km, from Lisbon to foreign 
capitals 
Language Eurostat (Eurostat, 2016) 
Portuguese=4, English=3, French=2, 
Spanish=1, Others=0 
Learned languages in Portugal 
Moving Costs 
TAP & Ryanair (TAP, 2016; 
Ryanair, 2016) 
Cost of a plane ticket to the destination 
country 
 
Table 1 – Statistical Indicators used Indicators for ABMig 
 
All variables listed above are determinant to the agents’ decision. However, not all are 
equally relevant: an agent can prioritize the costs of moving over the language barrier, 
for example. To reproduce this weighting, each variable will be pondered by its relative 
importance. Once again, in order to preserve agents’ heterogeneity a parameter of 
randomness is assigned to the weight, assuring that each agent presents a different 
value, it is calculated in a similar form to 𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒
 and 𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑔𝑒
.  
The indicators can be identified as follows: 
 𝐼𝑗
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ is the health indicator, with the respective weight 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ 
 𝐼𝑗
𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦
 is the safety indicator, with the respective weight 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦
 
 𝐼𝑗
𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 is the living costs indicator, with the respective weight 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 
 𝐼𝑗
𝑃𝑜𝑝
 is an indicator for the number of Portuguese citizens, with the respective 
weight 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑃𝑜𝑝
 
 𝐼𝑗
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 is an indicator for the distance (in km) from Portugal, with the 
respective weight 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 
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 𝐼𝑗
𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒
 is an indicator for the distance to the Portuguese language, with the 
respective weight 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒
 
 𝐼𝑗
𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 is the moving costs indicator, with the respective weight 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 
The respective weights are derived as follows: 
𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ  ~  N (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎmin (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ,1-𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ) * 1/4) 
𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦
  ~  N (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦
min (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦
,1-𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦
) * 1/4) 
𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠  ~  N (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠, min (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠,1- 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠) * 1/4) 
𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑃𝑜𝑝
  ~  N (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑃𝑜𝑝
min (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑃𝑜𝑝
,1-𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑃𝑜𝑝
) * 1/4) 
𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  ~  N (𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒min (𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒,1-𝑊𝑖
𝑤𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒) * 1/4) 
𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒
  ~  N (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒
min (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒
1-𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒
) * 1/4) 
𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠~  N (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠min (𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠1-𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠) * 1/4) 
 
As mentioned before, the Living Costs indicator is calculated based on three different 
variables, which together will provide the intended information: the mean Wage of 
foreign population (𝐼𝑗
𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒) and the Employment Rate of foreign population in the 
destination country (𝐼𝑗
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒), these will be pondered by the Purchase Power 
Parity (𝐼𝑗
𝑃𝑃𝑃), which allows the comparison of the purchase power between countries 
with different currency. Incorporating this adjustment prevents skewed decisions made 
by the agent, for example a positive variation in wage when moving to a country may 
not reflect a direct proportional variation in the agent’s purchase power, since he might 
achieve a higher wage but spend more money in goods.  
This indicator will be computed as follows: 
𝐼𝑗
𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 = 𝐼𝑗
𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒
 ∗  𝐼𝑗
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∗  𝐼𝑗
𝑃𝑃𝑃    (3.2)  
As described above, the agent’s gain of emigrating to a given country depends on the 
countries’ potential quality of life (evaluated by the agent by observing the given 
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indicators) and the correspondent relative relevance the agent assigns to the available 
information. 
 The gain of emigrating, represented by Gi,j,, and it is computed as follows: 
𝐺𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐼𝑗
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ  × 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ + 𝐼𝑗
𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 × 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 −  𝐼𝑗
𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 × 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 +  𝐼𝑗
𝑃𝑜𝑝  × 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑃𝑜𝑝 +
𝐼𝑗
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒  + 𝐼𝑗
𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒 × 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒  − 𝐼𝑗
𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ×  𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝑀𝑜𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠  (3.3) 
 
In conclusion, each agent’s utility to emigrate to a given country can be derived using 
equation 3.1 and 3.3 and it is noted by 𝑼𝑖,𝑗
𝐺𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔
 and it is computed as follows: 
𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝐺𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐺𝑖,𝑗  × 𝑃𝑖       (3.4)  
In order to determine the agent’s utility to stay in the home country, noted by 𝑼𝑖 
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔
, 
we need to considered the agents’ propensity to stay in Portugal, this will be measured 
as presented below: 
𝑈𝑖
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐺𝑖,𝑗  × (1 − 𝑃𝑖)    (3.5)  
The goal of each agent is to maximize his utility, in order to do so he will consider the 
utility of staying in Portugal and that of migrating to each of the 36 countries available, 
and decide for the highest. We decide for a reduced list of countries, because it was not 
possible to consider all due to the lack of available information on most and the high 
computational efforts needed to screen and compute the utility associated with each one 
(the initial list was composed by 217 countries). Knowing that agents are more willing 
to move to a country where other agents are already settled, the first screening had into 
account the number of Portuguese emigrants in the destination country, the ones with 
more than 500 emigrants were selected first. Although both Venezuela and Guinea-
Bissau were included, there wasn’t enough data available for the indicators, and so they 
were not considered. 
The final step before concluding our migration model is to translate it into an algorithm, 
determining a set of rules for its computation and implementation. The goal of this 
algorithm is to simulate a population, calculate the agents’ utilities and their 
movements. The algorithm’s output will be a database, which presents the emigrants, 
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identified by their personal attributes and the destination country to where they chose to 
migrate. 
The main steps of the algorithm are presented below: 
Step 1. Initialize the Population 
Step 2. Compute the weights matrix 
Step 3. Compute 𝐼𝑗
𝐿𝑖𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 
Step 4. Compute Pi 
Step 5. For each agent compute max (𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝐺𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔
) and 𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔
 
Step 6. For each agent if max (𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝐺𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔
) > 𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔
 the agent emigrates  
 
3.2 Simulation and Optimization  
 
After having produced the framework for simulating a dataset with information about 
the emigrants, we need to check the quality of the model. The following section is 
intended for the explanation of the mechanism used for the optimization of the 
emigration model, its implementation and the description of the complete algorithm 
used to compute the desired results. 
The goal of optimization is to find the best result to a given problem, among a set of 
available solutions. Each solution is evaluated according to a fitness function and the 
one with the best result is selected.  
The computation of an optimization algorithm translates into efficiency gains. If, in 
alternative, the analysis of the results of each simulation was done manually, not only it 
would be highly complex, the probability of error will be larger and we may never 
achieve a respectable result within a reasonable amount of time. 
 
a. Migration Model Validation / Optimization 
 
After developing the migration model we aim to improve his performance, assuring that 
the simulated data (the output of the model) is as close as possible to the actual results. 
In order to achieve the intended results we need to compare the data. Since no 
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microdata on Portuguese emigrants is available for comparison we resort to aggregated 
data to proceed. The information at our disposal is the age distribution of Portuguese 
migrants, as well as the probability distribution of the emigrant’s level of education 
according to their age (INE, 2016) [initially we planned to compare the distribution by 
marital status conditioned to age too, however no data is available to perform the 
comparison]. 
The measure of performance results from the comparison between the probabilities 
distributions of the mentioned variables, this measure is computed by evaluating the 
goodness of fit of the outcome of our model, i.e., a statistical test is performed to 
evaluate how well the simulated data fits the real observations. 
Due to the complexity of our model, we resort to a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to perform 
the optimization. The goal of the Genetic Algorithm is to evaluate the results of the 
model, and perform a search through the set of solutions to find the best result possible. 
As described in section 2, GA selects the best initial solutions, uses a crossover 
mechanism to reproduce them, assuring that the best solutions continue to be accessed, 
and creates a mutation in other solutions to diversify the search, reducing the odds of 
the algorithm getting stuck in a local optimum. The algorithm stops the search if the 
criterion set is met or if no improvements in the results are possible with solutions 
provided. 
The parameters which we intent to optimize are the weights assigned to the variables 
considered relevant for the migration decision. Previous studies have proven that the 
information provided by the selected indicators would influence the agents’ decision 
however no indication of each variable relative importance was derived. Although some 
references are made about a few weights in consideration, the input values are not yet 
proven to be of quality. The role of the optimization algorithm is to evaluate the initial 
inputs and optimized them until a significantly good solution is found. 
In our problem, each solution (chromosome) is a set of weights and each weight is 
considered a gene, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – Example of a Gene within a Chromosome in a ABMig Model solution 
 
A scheme of the GA developed for our model is presented below: 
Step 1. Compute the initial solutions  
Step 2. Evaluate solutions, according to a fitness criterion 
Step 3. If criterion is met, then stop 
Step 4. Reproduce the best solutions 
Step 5. Perform mutation on the offspring 
Step 6. Evaluate solutions 
Step 7. If criterion is met, then stop, otherwise go to step 4 
 
The solutions we intent to optimize are, therefore, the weights strings, composed by 9 
genes (a weight per variable). A different string will originate a differential in the 
amount of migrants and possibly modify the destination county chosen, thus each string 
will originate a different result and will be evaluated based on its quality. 
The evaluation of the solutions by the GA is done using a fitness function. In our 
algorithm two non-parametric statistical tests for the goodness of fit are going to be 
used as our fitness functions. To test the fitness of the variable Age we performed a two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, since it is used for continuous numerical 
variables, and the null hypothesis (H0) states that both samples originated from the same 
distribution. The variable Level of Education is an ordinal non-continuous variable, 
therefore a Chi-square goodness of fit test will be performed to verify if the expected 
probabilities significantly differ from the observed.  
The statistical tests access the null hypothesis, by computing the p-value of the above 
test for mentioned tests in each analysis performed. The higher the p-value the weaker is 
the evidence against the null hypothesis and more likely it is not to reject it. Our goal is 
Chromosome
Genes
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to maximize this value to achieve the best results possible, in order for the results to be 
considered good the p-value must be greater than 0.05 (5%). 
After the evaluation of the solutions the best ones need to be chosen as the next 
generation parents. We decided that, in our model, of the solutions evaluated in the GA, 
half will be chosen to father the next generation, at each iteration, until the criterion is 
met. Because we are performing two simultaneous evaluations we need to balance the 
number of solutions which are best suitable to accept H0 of the K-S test and the ones 
who will lead to better results in the Chi-square test. It was decided that half the 
children will derive from the best solutions of the K-S test and the other half from the 
Chi-square test. The parent solutions will be paired randomly and the genes selected to 
be passed to their children are selected at random also. For example, in a solution with 9 
genes, the 1st, 2nd, 5th, 8th and 9th genes are derived from one parent and the 3rd, 4th, 6th 
and7th from the other parent. 
The integration of the mutation in some of the previous solutions’ genes will widen the 
search among the available solutions, preventing local optimums. The solutions and 
genes target of mutations will be selected randomly (a maximum is implemented to 
avoid over modification of good solutions). To calculate the mutation parameter we 
select first the solution and after the genes which be altered, the mutation parameter (M) 
will follow a normal distribution of mean 0 and the standard deviation will be the 
minimum between the minimum value of the genes targeted and 1- maximum gene 
value (this assures that values higher than 0.5 are never considered, avoiding over 
mutation), pondered by a weight α, this value is summed to the value of each gene.  
The mutation parameter, M, comes as follows:  
M ~ N (0; min (min (gene value), 1-max (gene value))*0.2) 
Finally, the stopping criterion for our algorithm is to achieve a p-value higher than 0.05 
in both statistical tests. If the criterion is met, we can conclude that for a significance 
level of 5%, there is no significant evidence against the supposition that the simulated 
data on Age it drawn from the same distribution as the real data, and that the simulated 
probabilities of the variable Level of Education do not differ significantly from the real 
frequencies. 
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b. Model Simulation 
 
In the present section the simulation of the algorithm will be explained thoroughly, in 
detail concerning the values assumed for some of the parameters explained above. The 
complete algorithm used to perform the simulation will also be presented. 
In order to execute the optimization of the emigration model we integrated the GA 
within the simulation algorithm: our goal is to make the evaluation of the results and 
respective recalculations efficient. The simulation produces a result, the GA evaluates 
the solutions available and optimizes them at each iteration, the final solution chosen 
will be the one which represents the best possible outcome of the simulation model. 
 
The first step is to design the complete algorithm for the simulation, presented below 
(the bold iterations are the ones derived from the GA algorithm): 
Step 1. Initialize the Population 
Step 2. Initialize a set of solutions 
Step 3. Compute the weights matrix 
Step 4. Compute Pi 
Step 5. For each agent compute max (𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝐺𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔
) and 𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔
 
Step 6. For each agent if max (𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝐺𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔
) > 𝑈𝑖,𝑗
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔
 the agent migrates  
Step 7. Evaluate solutions 
Step 8. Reproduce the best solutions 
Step 9. Perform mutation on the offspring 
Step 10. If criterion is met, then stop,  
Otherwise go to step 3 
 
Once the population is computed, we introduce the initial set of solutions. Relying on 
some of the weights derived in the work of Baláž et al. (2014), we build ten strings of 
weights, with slight variations in the genes. The initial solutions’ genes will be the mean 
values of the variables explained in section 3.1 (a).: 𝑊𝑖,𝑗
𝑤𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟. 
After, a weight matrix, composed by the weights assigned by each agent, is derived for 
each solution initialized. This matrix will be of dimension n x 11, being n the number of 
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individuals in the simulations and 11 columns divided by: 9 weights columns, a binary 
column for migration [1 for emigrants and 0 for the remaining] and the destination 
country chosen [0 for non-emigrants].  
The following step is to retrieve the emigrants from each weight matrix, identify their 
Age and Level of Education and derive the probability distribution of both variables. 
The statistical tests performed next compare the simulated distributions with the real 
frequencies and if, for a significance level of 5% we reject the null hypothesis 
(described in section 3.2. (a)), the algorithm computes a new set of weight strings 
according the crossover and mutation parameters.  
To perform the crossover we select the 5 best solutions from the K-S for Age and 
another 5 from the Chi-square test. The solutions presented in paired positions (2nd, 4th, 
6th, 8th and 10th) will be children of the best solutions of the K-S test, and the ones in 
odd positions (1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th) will be children of the best solutions of the Chi-
square test. As explained, we use this method to guarantee that solutions with good 
results for both variables are used. Otherwise the solutions would only be optimized for 
one of the variables’ distributions. 
Again, we aim to guarantee, with a significance level of 5%, that the simulated results 
are derived from the real distributions. Consequently, our stopping criterion will be a 
minimum p-value of 0.05, i.e., the GA will stop optimizing the results once he finds a 
solution which presents a p-value for both tests greater than 0.05. In order to prevent 
high computational costs, we set a maximum of 40 iterations for the GA, either it 
reaches the intended results at the i-th iteration or stops at the 40th iteration. 
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4. Results  
 
The following section is destined to the explanation and analysis of the results obtained 
from the computation of the migration model. In order to access our model we need to 
evaluate its results, a good model is one which reproduces more consistently the real 
data in the most similar form. The ultimate goal is to retrieve the most accurate 
information about Portuguese emigrants and produce a reliable microdata database with 
that information. 
In this chapter, we explore the model assumptions, analyzing the parameters considered 
and observing their impact on the results, aiming for the quality maximization of the 
model. 
For the computation of the results we will be using RStudio, an interface for R program 
(version 3.1.1). R is a programming language used for statistical computing and data 
analysis. (R Core Team, 2016) It is commonly known for its accessibility and 
usefulness, as well as the simplicity of programming. This software provides a series of 
packages which help the user easily implement several algorithms or tests, including the 
GA package (Scrucca, 2013), we will not recurring to any of these. Due to the 
complexity and the unique traces of our model, we developed an original algorithm for 
our simulation. 
 
 
4.1. Input Parameters 
 
In order to initialize our model a set of parameters need to be determined. These 
parameters will influence the model’s outcome, which means that our results will be 
depending on their quality. 
We will then explore such parameters and determine what effects they will represent in 
the outcome of the model. 
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a. Number of Agents 
 
The first parameter to be set so that we can initiate our simulation is to determine the 
number of agents in our simulation, i.e., determine the size of the population. 
According to Statistics Portugal, in 2014, the total number of emigrants (permanent and 
temporary) amounts to 134 624 individuals. Given that the Portuguese population is 
estimated on 10 374 822 individuals, approximately 1,3% of the Portuguese population 
emigrated. (INE, 2015) 
Since the computational costs of simulating almost 10 million agents are very high, and 
such a routine is not possible to be executed in a timely manner, we need to select a 
small but representative number of agents. We need to consider that the simulated data 
will present similar statistical characteristics of that of the real data, given such, we 
considered that, approximately, 1,3% of our agents will emigrate. The variable Age is 
composed by 87 classes [from 0 to 86 and plus years old], in order to perform the K-S 
test all classes must have at least 1 observation, as such the minimum amount of agents 
would be, approximately, 700. The variable Level of Education comes as a two-way 
table, composed by 12 age classes and 3 education classes. Considering that to perform 
the Chi-square test the expected frequency of each class has to be greater or equal to 5, 
we need at least 180 emigrants to be able to evaluate a solution, given such the 
minimum amount of agents would be, approximately, 1400.  
After considering the information above, the simulated population had to be composed 
by at least 1400 agents, this would represent a sample of 0.0135% of the Portuguese 
population. A sample that small could lead to biased results, it would not be considered 
representative of the population and perhaps we could never reach good results. A 
tradeoff between a representative sample and the computational time and costs that 
implies had to be considered. 
Concluding, three population’s sizes were considered and results were computed and 
evaluated. We have considered a population of 10000, 40000 and 50000 agents, 
respectively, 0.1%, 0.4% and 0.5% of the Portuguese population.  
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b. Seed Value 
 
A generation of random numbers was used to simulate our population, to assist the 
computation of the agents’ weights and select the crossover and mutation parameters. 
This technique is used in simulation and it is of most importance, because it guarantees 
the reliability of the data, due to unpredictability, ensuring that the values are not a fruit 
of a deterministic generation which could skew the results.  
The simulation of random numbers when creating the population assures the 
confidentiality of the data [since the simulated data is set to follow similar statistical 
aggregate characteristics of the real data, there is no loss of information]. When 
computing the weights agents assigned to the variable it assures their heterogeneity and 
individuality, and when used in the GA it aims to maximize its efficiency and integrity 
[the search over the solutions field is done independently, we do not bias the algorithm 
into a search space or force it into analyzing a certain set of solutions].  
In spite of the numerous benefits, using random number generation can present a major 
disadvantage: when building a computational simulation and evaluation of the model 
which is behind it we have to keep in mind that the reproducibility of the results is of 
prime importance. A reliable and useful model has to present consistent results, if in 
each execution of the simulation a different result is presented the model is not of 
credible quality. 
In our computation we use a pseudo-random numbers generator, and the values 
generated present the same properties of random numbers. However, the sequence on 
which they are presented depends on the initial number, set as the seed. If the same seed 
is used in different computations the values produced in different simulations will be 
equal. 
So to ensure the reproducibility of our results, an initial seed value is set, for the 
computation of the population and of the weights. We choose a value of 2 and 3 to 
compare the results. 
The seed value which is used for the crossover and mutation parameters (which depend 
on random sampling for the choice of parents, genes to be reproduced and mutated as 
well of the solutions targeted for mutation) does however vary among iterations. If the 
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initial seed was used along the length of the algorithm, the genes to be reproduced and 
mutated, as well as their genes would be the exact same at each iteration. This would 
alter the optimization algorithm, skew it, likely keeping it in a confined search space 
and locked in a local optimum. 
In order to maintain the integrity of the GA and be able to reproduce the results, we 
used two seed values. The first one is set on the beginning of the algorithm and the 
second is set when the GA begins to create the new population of solutions. To ensure 
that the seed used in every simulation is maintained (assuring equal results) but vary at 
each iteration (to avoid the difficulties mentioned in the previous paragraph): the second 
seed is derived by random sampling and is associated to the number of the i-th iteration 
(varying from iteration to iteration). Because the initial seed is set previously, the 
numbers derived by the random sampling will be the same in every simulation. 
The second seed value set is computed as follows: 
 2nd Seed = sample (100, maximum No. of iterations) 
 
c. Initial Solutions 
 
The parameters which we intend to optimize through the use of a genetic algorithm are 
the average weights assigned to each variable by the individuals. These weights 
illustrate the average relative importance the agents assign to the indicators when 
deciding to emigrate. A solution of our optimization algorithm will therefore be a string 
of 9 weights (one assigned to each variable). 
In order to initialize our algorithm a set of initial solutions will be introduced. The goal 
is to optimize the given solutions and search for the best, which ensures the statistical 
validity of the simulated data. For the initialization of the solutions we will rely on the 
weights and analysis derived in the work of Baláž et al. (2014). Although some of the 
variables used in our model were not considered in their study, some conclusions are 
useful and were considered:  
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 Living Costs and Wages are the variables with higher weights, their relative 
importance surpass all the remaining indicators, with and average weight of 
approximately, 20% in the decision to migrate; 
 Health and Safety were the following indicators (proxy variables of Health Risks 
and Crime Rate), each accounting for an average weight of 13%; 
 Language pondering for a small percentage of the decision, with a weight of 
6,9%; 
We can conclude by the information above, that the costs - Living and Moving Costs - 
represent the most valued information by agents and will therefore present the highest 
weights, followed by Health and Safety indicators. The remaining variables – 
Language, Distance and Number of Portuguese emigrants in the destination country - 
although relevant, represent a smaller part in the decision to emigrate. 
The initial average weights matrix is presented in table 2. The firsts simulations initiated 
from the averages bellow, where each line represents a chromosome, i.e. a solution 
string of the GA, which are the inputs for the generation of the weights for each agent. 
Ten weights matrix are derived from these averages as explained in section 3.1.a. 
𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒕𝒉 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑺𝒂𝒇𝒆𝒕𝒚
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒊𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑷𝒐𝒑
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒂𝒏𝒈
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑴𝒐𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒂𝒈𝒆
 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒈𝒆
 
0,122 0,138 0,15 0,11 0,09 0,1 0,15 0,2 0,2 
0,12 0,13 0,155 0,105 0,095 0,11 0,14 0,21 0,2 
0,11 0,14 0,145 0,095 0,098 0,09 0,155 0,205 0,195 
0,1 0,136 0,15 0,09 0,102 0,105 0,145 0,19 0,2 
0,13 0,134 0,153 0,1 0,105 0,115 0,16 0,195 0,205 
0,14 0,132 0,147 0,115 0,085 0,095 0,165 0,215 0,185 
0,105 0,13 0,149 0,102 0,08 0,08 0,13 0,202 0,198 
0,115 0,125 0,151 0,097 0,11 0,12 0,135 0,208 2,192 
0,125 0,12 0,14 0,108 0,092 0,085 0,12 0,198 0,202 
0,135 0,11 0,13 0,092 0,115 0,125 0,17 0,193 0,207 
 
Table 2 – Initial set of solutions 
 
In order for the GA to work and achieve an optimal solution, which meets the criterion 
defined, and do it so in an efficient computational time, the opening inputs need to 
present a considerable quality level. If, by some reason, the initial solutions were of 
poor or low quality and originate an output far from desired, the algorithm may never 
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reach the goal set or do so at the expense of high computational time resources. The 
average weights presented in table 2 are examples of poor quality solutions. When 
performing the simulation, using the values above as the initial solutions, the criterion 
set was never met, within the maximum number of iterations fixed, which means that 
the simulated data did not present the required characteristics. 
To improve the efficiency of the algorithm a new group of solutions was set and the 
algorithm was again initialized. The new simulations reached much better results using 
a smaller window of time for all computations executed [for various dimension of the 
population]. Giving the evidence, the initial solutions considered in our model were the 
ones presented in Table 3. 
𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒕𝒉 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑺𝒂𝒇𝒆𝒕𝒚
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒊𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑷𝒐𝒑
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒂𝒏𝒈
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑴𝒐𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒂𝒈𝒆
 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒈𝒆
 
0,122 0,138 0,15 0,11 0,09 0,1 0,15 0,2 0,2 
0,12 0,142 0,155 0,105 0,095 0,079 0,14 0,25 0,19 
0,11 0,14 0,145 0,095 0,098 0,09 0,17 0,205 0,196 
0,2 0,136 0,15 0,09 0,102 0,105 0,145 0,19 0,2 
0,13 0,134 0,153 0,12 0,105 0,076 0,16 0,24 0,195 
0,14 0,112 0,147 0,115 0,085 0,095 0,15 0,215 0,201 
0,17 0,13 0,11 0,102 0,08 0,08 0,13 0,21 0,198 
0,18 0,145 0,151 0,097 0,11 0,087 0,13 0,23 0,192 
0,125 0,14 0,14 0,14 0,092 0,085 0,141 0,198 0,202 
0,16 0,11 0,13 0,15 0,115 0,075 0,16 0,22 0,19 
 
Table 3 – Improved set of solution 
 
4.2. Analysis 
 
Once all input parameters are defined, the achieved results may be analyzed. In the 
present section an overview of the results is done, and the quality of the simulated data 
is accessed. An evaluation is performed to each simulation. The number of agents which 
compose the initial population varies between them. To ensure the reproducibility of the 
results a seed value is set in the beginning of the simulation. As explained before, the 
generation of random numbers is associated with a seed value, by using the same value 
in all the simulations we are assuring that the same random numbers are computed. 
The following computations are examples of the results retrieved from several 
computations performed. About 4 simulations were computed for each population 
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presented below. Additionally, although it is not presented in this thesis, more 
simulations were derived with different population sizes. The results were similar to 
those analyzed in the following sections and, therefore, they were not further explored 
in this work. 
The simulations performed allowed us to understand how the size of the population 
influences the results computed by our algorithm. A larger initial population leads to 
better results, because a higher number of observations is computed, and the calculated 
probabilities will be more accurate. In the examples where only 0,1% or 0,2% of the 
real population is simulated (10000 or 20000 agents), the number of migrants will be 
very small, because only 1,3% of the individuals will migrate (about 130 or 260 agents). 
The reduced number of emigrants will after be reflected on the distribution’s 
probabilities of the variables analyzed. 
Thorough explanations and analysis of the results derived are given in the following 
sections. 
 
i. Computation 1 
 
Number of Agents: 50 000 
Optimal iteration: 2nd iteration 
Optimal Solution: 3rd solution 
Seed Value: 2 
 
The present computation was initialized with a population of 50 000 agents, 
representing a sample of 0,5% of the total population. A graphical representation of the 
simulated agents and the real Portuguese resident citizens is presented to facilitate the 
comparison between both. We can observer in Figures 2, 3 and 4 that the differences 
between the real and the simulated population are narrow. The variable Age (Figure 1) 
follows the real distribution very closely, with little variations. The real and simulated 
distribution of the variables Marital Status and Level of Education also do not differ 
greatly from the real distribution. The few deviations observed are the result of the 
small sample computed. 
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Figure 2 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Age (n = 50 000) 
 
Figure 3 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Level of Education (n = 50 000) 
 
Figure 4 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Marital Status (n = 50 000) 
 
In the present computation, the optimal solution was found at the 2nd iteration, when the 
algorithm achieved the objectives explained in section 3.2.b. The p-value of the K-S test 
for the 3rd solution was, approximately, 0.0694 (6.9%), inferior to that calculated for the 
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Chi-square test, approximately, 0.242 (24.2%). We can conclude that for a significance 
level of 5%, there is no significant evidence against the assumption that the simulated 
data is retrieved from the real distribution and that the expected frequencies do not 
significantly differ from the observed frequencies. 
In order to better comprehend the validity and quality of the statistical test executed, we 
illustrate the comparison between simulated and real distributions, for both variables, in 
Figure 5 and 6. In Figure 5 the deviations between the simulated and real data on 
emigrants’ Age distribution are relevant, and although the statistical tested performed 
confirmed the validity of the simulated data, in order to achieve a higher graphical 
correlation a higher p-value is required. In Figure 6, we can verify that the simulated 
Portuguese emigrants do not present a Level of Education higher than the secondary 
education, once more, the statistical test should be stricter and a greater p-value should 
be achieved. The discrepancies observed between the real and the simulated 
distributions for emigrants are explained by the small sample size, only 534 emigrants 
were computed, to achieve improved results a higher p-value must be reached and a 
larger sample should be considered. 
 
Figure 5 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Age for emigrants (n = 50 000) 
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Figure 6 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Level of Education for emigrants 
(n = 50 000) 
 
The optimal solution is presented in table 4. The average weights of the 3rd solution are 
those which lead to better results. The simulated agents rated the information available 
according to their relevance, the most relevant variables being the ones with higher 
weighting and the least with lower, this behavior mimes the decision making processes 
observed in the real world. In this example, the agents valued the Health indicator more 
than others at their disposal, followed by the Moving Costs. The variables Language and 
Distance, as expected are weighted less in the decision to emigrate. It is also observable 
that the Age is pondered higher than the education in the propensity to emigrate, which 
means that the age of the agent will have more influence in his decision to emigrate. 
 
𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒕𝒉 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑺𝒂𝒇𝒆𝒕𝒚
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒊𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑷𝒐𝒑
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒂𝒏𝒈
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑴𝒐𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒂𝒈𝒆
 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒈𝒆
 
0.1889 0.112 0,11 0,115 0,08 0,0832 0,13 0,215 0,201 
 
Table 4 – Optimal average weights solution (n=50 000) 
 
In the following computation 534 out of the 50000 agents of the initial population 
emigrated, and this represents almost 1,1% of the population. These values are in line 
with the observed in reality (considering a margin of error to the small sample in use). 
The output of the simulation is a database composed by the individual level information 
of the 534 agents who emigrated, an example is showed in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 – Extract (sample) of the database of microdata (n=50 000) 
 
Although all statistical tests performed and the analysis done confirmed the quality of 
the results obtained, one issue is to be address. In our computation the agents are 
emigrated to only 4 of the 36 countries available: France, Brazil, South Africa and Cape 
Verde. Because we defined the objective of optimizing the solution for the variables 
Age and Level of Education, the algorithm run until these personal traits of the 
emigrants were compatible with the real probabilities distributions, however it was not 
accounting for distribution of Portuguese emigrants in the possible destination countries 
and therefore did not optimize the solution to provide results in line with reality. In 
order to achieve an ideal result, and improve the quality of the simulated data we 
believe that an additional statistical test should have been considered when computing 
the fitness function of the solutions. We propose that another Chi-square test to test the 
goodness of fitness of the variable Number of Portuguese Emigrants in the Destination 
Country should be integrated in the optimization. We suppose this correction would 
lead to an improvement in the variable considered for the destination country, however 
such changes in the algorithm were not possible to perform in the present work. 
 
Age Gender Marriage Education
Destination 
Country
1 M Single No education France
63 M Married 2º Ciclo France
11 F Single 1º Ciclo France
3 M Single No education France
0 M Single No education France
74 M Married 1º Ciclo France
53 F Married 2º Ciclo France
86 F Widowed No education France
11 F Single No education France
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
77 M Widowed 3º Ciclo France
72 F Married 1º Ciclo France
4 F Single No education France
86 F Widowed 1º Ciclo France
49 F Single 3º Ciclo France
7 F Single 1º Ciclo France
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ii. Computation 2 
Number of Agents: 40 000 
Optimal iteration: 3rd iteration 
Optimal Solution: 5th solution 
Seed Value: 2 
 
On the second computation a population of 40 000 agents was considered. We first 
access the initial population to verify if the simulated agents are identical to Portuguese 
resident citizens. We can observer in Figures 8, 9 and 10 that the differences between 
the real and the simulated population are again almost null. As observed in the previous 
computation, the real and simulated distributions of the three variables do not differ 
greatly, which means that the simulated population is very close to the real. 
 
Figure 8 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Age (n = 40 000) 
 
Figure 9 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Level of Education (n = 40 000) 
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Figure 10 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Marital Status (n = 40 000) 
 
In the following computation, the algorithm reached its optimum at the 5th iteration, 
when both observed p-values surpassed 0.05. The p-values of the present computation 
are equal to that retrieved in the previous one, the K-S test for the 5th solution was, 
approximately, 0.0694 (6.94%) and the Chi-square test for the same solution was, 
approximately, 0.2424 (24.24%). Once more, we can conclude that for a significance 
level of 5%, there is no evidence against the assumption that the simulated data is 
retrieved from the real distribution, and that the expected frequencies do not 
significantly differ from the observed frequencies. 
Once more, we assess the validity and quality of the statistical tests executed by 
representing the comparison between emigrants’ simulated and real distributions for 
both variables in a graphic form. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate these comparisons, and we 
can draw the same conclusions from the previous section.  
 
Figure 11 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Age for emigrants (n = 40 000) 
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Figure 12 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Level of Education for 
emigrants (n = 40 000) 
 
Table 5 presents the set of average weights which generated the closest outcome to 
reality, when a population of 40 000 agents was generated. We can verify that some of 
the average weights included in this solution are equal to those observed in the optimal 
solution of the first computation. The present population considers the variable Living 
Costs and Moving Costs as relevant in the decision to emigrate as the first population 
did, and the variable Age presents an equal influence in the propensity to emigrate. The 
variable Safety, however, gained importance and the variable Distance on the other 
hand, was not considerable as relevant. A final observation can be drawn when it comes 
to the propensity to emigrate, as the weighting of the variable Level of Education 
decreased, the agent’s education will not be as relevant for his decision as it was in the 
previous computation. 
𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒕𝒉 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑺𝒂𝒇𝒆𝒕𝒚
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒊𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑷𝒐𝒑
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒂𝒏𝒈
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑴𝒐𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒂𝒈𝒆
 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒈𝒆
 
0,18 0,148 0,11 0,102 0,056 0,085 0,13 0,215 0.198 
 
Table 5 – Optimal average weights solution (n=40 000) 
 
In Figure 13 an example of the database created from the simulated agents who 
emigrated is presented. It comprises the information about the 371 emigrants of our 
population. They represent almost 1% of the total population. This larger deviation from 
reality (1.3%) is due to the decrease in the sample size. As observed in the previous 
analysis, and in spite of the statistical evidence of quality of the data in the considered 
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variables, the distribution of Portuguese emigrants among the destination countries in 
not in line with reality.  
 
Figure 13 – Extract (sample) of the database of microdata (n=40 000) 
 
iii. Computation 3 
 
Number of Agents: 10 000 
Best iteration: 21st iteration 
Best Solution: 7th solution 
Seed Value: 3 
 
In the third computation presented a population of 10 000 agents was considered. The 
first evaluation is done to the overall population, since it represents the first test to the 
quality of the simulated data. As illustrated in Figures 14, 15 and 16, the differences 
between the real and the simulated population are minor. However, due to a decrease in 
the number of agents simulated, greater deviations are observed in the variables Age and 
Level of Education. In the second variable the differences are higher on the first levels 
Age Gender Marriage Education
Destination 
Country
46 F Married 3º ciclo South Africa
72 M Married 2º ciclo South Africa
80 M Married No education South Africa
1 F Single No education France
62 F Widowed No education France
67 M Married 1º ciclo South Africa
6 M Single 1º ciclo France
66 F Married 1º ciclo South Africa
6 M Single 1º ciclo France
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
5 M Single 1º ciclo France
33 F Married 1º ciclo France
6 M Single 1º ciclo France
5 M Single 1º ciclo France
9 M Single 2º ciclo Brazil
12 F Single No education France
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(Figure 14), mainly because in the information provided by Statistics Portugal the ages 
0 to 15 years old are inserted in the same class, not allowing for an as accurate 
comparison as the observed in the remaining classes (each with 5 age groups). In the 
variable Marital Status (Figure 15), the differences are almost absent. 
 
Figure 14 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Age (n = 10 000) 
 
 
Figure 15 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Level of Education (n = 10 
000) 
 
Figure 16 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Marital Status (n = 10 000) 
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Once the quality of the simulated population is accessed we can evaluate the quality of 
the solution achieved. The criterion for stopping the GA was not met within the 
maximum iterations defined (40), however the best solution was the 7th sting of average 
weights computed at the 21st iteration. Although the p-value from the Chi-square test 
was greater than the one set (0.05), the p-value of the K-S test was inferior to that 
desired. The p-value of the K-S test for the 7th solution was, approximately, 0.0119 
(1.19%), and the p-value for the Chi-square test for the same solution, approximately, 
0.2424 (24.24%), this is due to the stricter nature of K-S test. For a significance level of 
5%, there is no significant evidence that the expected frequencies of the variable Level 
of Education differ from the observed frequencies. 
On the contrary to previous computations, and despite the fact that the algorithm was 
not able to achieve the criterion set, the variables’ distributions of the simulated agents 
are closest to the real distributions, as seen in Figures 17 and 18. A special attention is 
done to the variable Level of Education, which now presents a more even distribution. 
The results presented below are however influenced for the number of emigrants 
computed. In this example 261 agents emigrated, representing 2.9% of the total 
population, which does not represent the reality of the Portuguese Population. 
 
Figure 17 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Age for emigrants (n = 10 000) 
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Figure 18 – Comparison between the real and simulated distributions for the variable Level of Education for 
emigrants (n = 10 000) 
 
The best solution found for this computation presents the set of weights which 
generated the closest outcome to reality. The average weights attributed to the variables, 
which are demonstrated in table 6, are those which lead to better decisions when 
choosing to emigrate. In the present example, for the population considered, the 
variables with higher impact on the decision to emigrate are Safety, the number of 
Portuguese in the destination country and the Moving Costs. On the other hand the ones 
with lower consideration are the Distance and Language. This assessment does not 
represent a significant difference from the previous. However, the weighting of the 
variable Level of Education in the propensity to emigrate is presenting a considerable 
weight differential, which might potentiate the differences in the quality of data 
observed from other computations. 
 
𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒍𝒕𝒉 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑺𝒂𝒇𝒆𝒕𝒚
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒊𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑷𝒐𝒑
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒕 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑳𝒂𝒏𝒈
 𝑾𝒊,𝒋
𝒘𝑴𝒐𝒗𝑪𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒔 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒂𝒈𝒆
 𝑾𝒊
𝒘𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒈𝒆
 
0,125 0,151 0,145 0,137 0,090 0,109 0,145 0,215 0,190 
 
Table 6 – Optimal average weights solution (n=10 000) 
 
In Figure 19 an example of the final microdata base is presented. 
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Figure 19 – Database of microdata (n=40 000) 
 
 
  
Age Gender Marriage Education
Destination 
Country
15 M Single 3º Ciclo France
53 F Married No education France
65 M Married 3º Ciclo Brazil
60 M Married Ensino Superior France
4 F Single No education South Africa
19 F Single 3º Ciclo France
5 F Single 1º Ciclo South Africa
93 F Widowed No education France
76 F Widowed No education South Africa
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
35 M Single Ensino Secundário France
68 F Married 1º Ciclo South Africa
49 M Married 3º Ciclo France
2 F Single No education France
35 F Married Ensino Secundário France
10 M Single 2º Ciclo France
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5. Conclusions 
 
Accounting for the potential impact of emigration on the Portuguese economy, and 
considering the lack of available and reliable data, there is a need to accurately measure 
the migration phenomenon in Portugal. It is necessary to design policies to minimize the 
negative outcomes of the population changes we are currently undergoing in Portugal 
and which are being aggravated by the negative net migration observed. Alternative 
solutions for accurately measure emigration need to be developed in a short period of 
time. 
The lack of reliable data and the discrepancies observed when it comes to measuring 
migration fluxes make it hard for investigators to obtain accurate results on the 
phenomenon. No databases with real observations are made available to the public and 
only some of the analysis done are shared or communicated. In order to overcome this 
difficulty, while maintaining the confidentiality of the individuals and the integrity of 
the results, we developed a model which helps us to simulate the agents’ decision 
making process for emigration. 
In the present work, an agent-based model, ABMig, was built, so that a simulation of 
the Portuguese population is performed and a synthetic generated database for 
emigrants is computed. The synthetic generation of data is a statistical disclosure 
control technique where the probability of identification of the respondents is almost 
null, (or null indeed), because the synthetic data file is derived from original data but all 
identifier variables are redrawn while still maintaining the statistical integrity of the real 
data. 
Two algorithms were developed to compute the mentioned dataset: a simulation 
algorithm based on the emigration model presented in section 3.1 and an optimization 
algorithm, which assesses the quality of the simulated solutions (average weight strings 
for the variables considered in the decision to migrate) and optimizes them in order to 
achieve the objective defined. We aimed to adjust the simulated probabilities 
distributions of the variables Age and Level of Education to the real distributions, in 
order to do so a statistical test of goodness of fit is performed for both.  
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The results observed in section 4.2 allow us to conclude that the simulation algorithm 
calibrated by the optimization algorithm produces quality results in regards to the 
distribution of variables Age and Educational Level. However, it points to an additional 
need for calibration, in regards to the chosen destination country. 
We can observe that the results are improved when a larger population initializes the 
algorithm. The quality of the results is therefore restrained by the number of agents in 
the simulation. Since only a maximum sample of 0,5% of the real population is 
simulated, and only 0,13% of these agents emigrates, the quality of the results was 
constrained. However, we need to consider the computational efforts that a simulation 
of a larger population would have required and the disadvantages it would represent in 
terms of efficiency. 
Finally, although the model and the algorithms developed require some refinement and 
some ironing out the rough edges, a first step is made to the development of a tool for 
measuring emigration. The present work is a starting line for future investigations, 
namely in the exploration of some assumptions and conditions imposed in the current 
model. An iterative model, where more than a period of time is considered, and where 
the agents can interact, grow old or get married, for example, is an example of a future 
investigation which can be made. An immigration model can also be tested, studying 
what attracts foreigners to Portugal, with the goal of creating incentives for immigration 
in order to address the issue of the aging of the Portuguese population4. 
  
                                                 
4 According to Statistics Portugal, between 2009 and 2014, an increase in the aging index of the resident 
Portuguese population was observed. It went from 119 to 141 elderly per 100 youngsters. (INE, 2015) 
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Appendix 
 
pop_gen <- function(n_lines){ 
  age <- read.csv("distage_pop.csv", header=TRUE, sep=";") 
  comulative_age <- cumsum(as.numeric(age$X.ind)) 
  num <- runif(n_lines) 
  print(length(num)) 
  age <- rep(0,n_lines) 
  for (i in 1:n_lines){ 
    for (j in 1:(length(comulative_age)-1)){ 
      if (comulative_age[j]<num[i] & num[i]<=comulative_age[j+1]){ 
        age[i] <- j 
      } 
    } 
  } 
   
  num <- runif(n_lines) 
  data_marstat <- read.csv("distmarstatbyage_pop_2.csv", header=TRUE, 
sep=";") 
  comulative_marstat <- data_marstat 
  MaritalStatus <- rep(1,n_lines) 
  for (i in 1:nrow(data_marstat)){ 
    comulative_marstat[i,] <- cumsum(as.numeric(data_marstat[i,])) 
  } 
  for (i in 1:n_lines){ 
    for (j in 1:(length(comulative_marstat[min(max((floor(age[i]/5)-
1),1),14),])-1)){ 
      if (comulative_marstat[min(max((floor(age[i]/5)-
1),1),14),j]<num[i] & 
num[i]<=comulative_marstat[min(max((floor(age[i]/5)-1),1),14),j+1]){ 
        MaritalStatus[i] <- j+1 
      } 
    } 
  } 
   
  num <- runif(n_lines) 
  data_ed <- read.csv("disteducationbyage_pop.csv", header=TRUE, 
sep=";") 
  comulative_ed <- data_ed 
  Education <- rep(1,n_lines) 
  for (i in 1:nrow(data_ed)){ 
    comulative_ed[i,] <- cumsum(as.numeric(data_ed[i,])) 
  } 
  for (i in 1:n_lines){ 
    for (j in 1:(length(comulative_ed[min(max((floor(age[i]/5)-
1),1),14),])-1)){ 
      if (comulative_ed[min(max((floor(age[i]/5)-1),1),14),j]<=num[i] 
& num[i]<comulative_ed[min(max((floor(age[i]/5)-1),1),14),j+1]){ 
        Education[i] <- j+1 
      } 
      if ( age[i]<5 ) 
        Education[i] <- 1 
      if ( age[i]>=5 & age[i]<=8 ) 
        Education[i] <- 2 
    } 
  } 
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  num <- runif(n_lines) 
  sex <- ifelse(num<=0.478,1,2)#male=1 female=2 
  population <- data.frame(Age=age, Gender=sex, 
Marriage=MaritalStatus, Education=Education) 
  return(population) 
}  
 
weights_gen <- function(n_lines,whealth,wsafety,wlivcosts, 
wpopulation, wdistance, wlanguage, wmovcosts, wage, wedage, 
seed_value){ 
  set.seed(seed_value) 
  WeightHealth <-rnorm(n_lines, whealth, min(whealth,1-whealth)*1/4) 
  WeightHealth[WeightHealth<0] <- 0 
  WeightHealth[WeightHealth>1] <- 1 
  WeightSafety <-rnorm(n_lines, wsafety, min(wsafety,1-wsafety)*1/4) 
  WeightSafety[WeightSafety<0] <- 0 
  WeightSafety[WeightSafety>1] <- 1 
  WeightLivcosts <-rnorm(n_lines, wlivcosts, min(wlivcosts,1-
wlivcosts)*1/4) 
  WeightLivcosts[WeightLivcosts<0] <- 0 
  WeightLivcosts[WeightLivcosts>1] <- 1 
  WeightPopulation <-rnorm(n_lines, wpopulation, min(wpopulation,1-
wpopulation)*1/4) 
  WeightPopulation[WeightPopulation<0] <- 0 
  WeightPopulation[WeightPopulation>1] <- 1 
  WeightDistance <-rnorm(n_lines, wdistance,min(wdistance,1-
wdistance)*1/4) 
  WeightDistance[WeightDistance<0] <- 0 
  WeightDistance[WeightDistance>1] <- 1 
  WeightMovcosts <-rnorm(n_lines, wmovcosts, min(wmovcosts,1-
wmovcosts)*1/4) 
  WeightMovcosts[WeightMovcosts<0] <- 0 
  WeightMovcosts[WeightMovcosts>1] <- 1 
  WeightLanguage <-rnorm(n_lines, wlanguage, min(wlanguage,1-
wlanguage)*1/4) 
  WeightLanguage[WeightLanguage<0] <- 0 
  WeightLanguage[WeightLanguage>1] <- 1 
  WeightAge <-rnorm(n_lines, wage, min(wage,1-wage)*1/4) 
  WeightAge[WeightAge<0] <- 0 
  WeightAge[WeightAge>1] <- 1 
  WeightEdAge <-rnorm(n_lines, wedage, min(wedage,1-wedage)*1/4) 
  WeightEdAge[WeightEdAge<0] <- 0 
  WeightEdAge[WeightEdAge>1] <- 1 
  migrant <- rep(0, n_lines) 
   
  weights <- 
as.matrix(data.frame(WeightHealth=WeightHealth,WeightLanguage=WeightLa
nguage, WeightSafety=WeightSafety, WeightMovcosts=WeightMovcosts, 
WeightDistance=WeightDistance, WeightLivcosts=WeightLivcosts, 
WeightPopulation=WeightPopulation, WeightAge=WeightAge, 
WeightEdAge=WeightEdAge, Migration=migrant, Country=migrant)) 
   
  return(weights) 
   
} 
 
Ilivcosts <- function(Ifrwage, fremprate, Ippp){   
  return(Ifrwage*fremprate*Ippp) 
}  
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Ifrwage <- read.csv2("Wage.csv", header=FALSE) 
Ifremprate <- read.csv2("foremprate.csv", header=FALSE) 
Ippp <- read.csv2("PPP.csv", header=FALSE) 
 
ILivcosts <- Ilivcosts(Ifrwage, Ifremprate, Ippp)  
ILivcosts <- ILivcosts/max(ILivcosts) 
 
Page <- read.csv2("distage_emi.csv", header=TRUE) 
Pedage <- read.csv2("distedage_emi.csv", header=TRUE) 
Pedagereal <- read.csv2("distedage_emi_real.csv", header=FALSE) 
Pedagereal <- data.matrix(Pedagereal) 
 
 
GainGoing <- function(id,population,weights) { 
  equation <- rep(0,36) 
  for (i in 2:36) { 
    equation[i] <- 
weights[id,1]*Ihealth$V1[i]+weights[id,3]*Isafety$V1[i]-
weights[id,6]*ILivcosts$V1[i]+weights[id,7]*Ipopulation$V1[i]-
weights[id,5]*Idistance$V1[i]+weights[id,2]*Ilanguage$V1[i]-
weights[id,4]*Imovcosts$V1[i] 
  } 
  Will <- 
(Page$X.emigrants[min(population$Age[id]+1,86)]+weights[id,8])*(Pedage
[min(max(floor((population$Age[id]/5)-
1),1),13),max(floor((population$Education[id]-1)/2),1)]+weights[id,9]) 
#* 
(Pmsage[[ceiling((data_base$Age[id]/5)+1),(data_base$MaritalStatus[id]
)]+Wmsage) 
  temp <- c(0,0) 
  temp[1] <- max(equation)*(Will) 
  temp[2] <- which.max(equation) 
  return(temp)                                                
} 
 
GainStaying <- function(id,population,weights) {   
  equation <- weights[id,1]*Ihealth$V1[1]+weights[id,3]*Isafety$V1[1]-
weights[id,6]*ILivcosts$V1[1]+weights[id,7]*Ipopulation$V1[1]-
weights[id,5]*Idistance$V1[1]+weights[id,2]*Ilanguage$V1[1]-
weights[id,4]*Imovcosts$V1[1] 
  Will <- 
(Page$X.emigrants[min(population$Age[id]+1,86)]+weights[id,8])*(Pedage
[min(max(floor((population$Age[id]/5)-
1),1),13),max(floor((population$Education[id]-1)/2),1)]+weights[id,9]) 
#* 
(Pmsage[[ceiling((data_base$Age[id]/5)+1),(data_base$MaritalStatus[id]
)]+Wmsage) 
  return(equation*(1-Will)) 
} 
 
Ihealth <- read.csv2("health.csv", header=FALSE) 
Ihealth <- Ihealth/max(Ihealth) 
Isafety <- read.csv2("Safety.csv", header=FALSE) 
Isafety <- Isafety/max(Isafety) 
Ilanguage <- read.csv2("Language.csv", header=FALSE) 
Ilanguage <- Ilanguage/max(Ilanguage) 
Imovcosts <- read.csv2("Movingcosts.csv", header=FALSE) 
Imovcosts <- Imovcosts/max(Imovcosts) 
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Idistance <- read.csv2("Distance.csv", header=FALSE) 
Idistance <- Idistance/max(Idistance) 
Ipopulation <- read.csv2("Population.csv", header=FALSE)  
Ipopulation <- Ipopulation/max(Ipopulation) 
 
final <- function(n_lines, seed_value,max_counter) { 
 
  set.seed(seed_value) 
  population <- pop_gen(n_lines) 
  write.table(population, file="pop.csv", append = FALSE, quote = 
TRUE, sep = " ") 
   
  weights_matrix <- array(0,dim=c(10,9)) 
  weights_matrix[1,] <- 
c(0.122,0.138,0.15,0.11,0.09,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.2)# 
  weights_matrix[2,] <- 
c(0.12,0.142,0.155,0.105,0.095,0.079,0.14,0.25,0.19)# 
  weights_matrix[3,] <- 
c(0.11,0.14,0.145,0.095,0.098,0.09,0.17,0.205,0.196)# 
  weights_matrix[4,] <- 
c(0.2,0.136,0.15,0.09,0.102,0.105,0.145,0.19,0.2)# 
  weights_matrix[5,] <- 
c(0.13,0.134,0.153,0.12,0.105,0.076,0.16,0.24,0.195)# 
  weights_matrix[6,] <- 
c(0.14,0.112,0.147,0.115,0.085,0.095,0.15,0.215,0.201)# 
  weights_matrix[7,] <- 
c(0.17,0.13,0.11,0.102,0.08,0.08,0.13,0.21,0.198)# 
  weights_matrix[8,] <- 
c(0.18,0.145,0.151,0.097,0.11,0.087,0.13,0.23,0.192)# 
  weights_matrix[9,] <- 
c(0.125,0.14,0.14,0.14,0.092,0.085,0.141,0.198,0.202)# 
  weights_matrix[10,] <- 
c(0.16,0.11,0.13,0.15,0.115,0.075,0.16,0.22,0.19)# 
  
#whealth,wsafety,wlivcosts,wpopulation,wdistance,wlanguage,wmovcosts,w
age,wedage 
   
  seed_value2 <-sample(100,max_counter) 
   
  weights <- array(0,dim=c(10,n_lines,11)) 
   
  for (i in 1:10){ 
    weights[i,,] <- 
weights_gen(n_lines,weights_matrix[i,1],weights_matrix[i,2],weights_ma
trix[i,3], weights_matrix[i,4], weights_matrix[i,5], 
weights_matrix[i,6], weights_matrix[i,7], weights_matrix[i,8], 
weights_matrix[i,9], seed_value) 
    for (id in 1:n_lines) { 
      temp = GainGoing(id,population,weights[i,,]) 
      if (temp[1] > GainStaying(id,population,weights[i,,])){   
        weights[i,id,10] <- 1 
        weights[i,id,11] <- temp[2] 
      } 
    } 
    write.table(weights[i,,], file=paste0("data_",i,".csv"), append = 
FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = " ") 
  } 
   
  simulated_Page <- array(0, dim=c(10,dim(Page)[1],dim(Page)[2])) 
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  simulated_Pedage <- array(0, 
dim=c(10,dim(Pedagereal)[1]+1,dim(Pedagereal)[2])) 
   
  for (j in 1:10){ 
    for (i in 1:86){ 
      simulated_Page[j,i,1] <- 
sum(population$Age[(weights[j,,10]==1)]==(i-
1))/sum((weights[j,,10]==1)) 
    } 
    simulated_Page[j,86,1] <- 
sum(population$Age[(weights[j,,10]==1)]>=86)/sum((weights[j,,10]==1)) 
  } 
   
  for (j in 1:10){ 
    temp<-
table(population$Age[(weights[j,,10])==1],population$Education[(weight
s[j,,10])==1]) 
    if (sum(weights[j,,10])==0){ 
      next 
    } 
    for (i in 1:dim(temp)[1]){ 
      for (k in 1:dim(temp)[2]){ 
        simulated_Pedage[j,(min(floor((as.numeric(names(temp[,1])[i])-
5)/10),5))+1,(min(ceiling(as.numeric(names(temp[1,])[k])/3),2))] <- 
simulated_Pedage[j,(min(floor((as.numeric(names(temp[,1])[i])-
5)/10),5))+1,(min(ceiling(as.numeric(names(temp[1,])[k])/3),2))] + 
temp[i,k] 
      } 
    } 
  } 
  fitnessage <- rep(0,10) 
  fitnesseducation <- rep(0,10) 
  for (i in 1:10){ 
    temp<-
table(population$Age[(weights[i,,10])==1],population$Education[(weight
s[i,,10])==1]) 
    
if((sum(weights[i,population$Age>=15,10])==0)|(dim(temp)[1]==1|dim(tem
p)[2]==1)){ 
      fitnessage[i] <- -1 
      fitnesseducation[i] <- -1 
    } else{ 
      fitnessage[i] <- ks.test(simulated_Page[i,,], 
as.array(Page$X.emigrants))$p.value #fitness function 
      fitnesseducation[i] <- chisq.test(c(simulated_Pedage[i,-
1,1],simulated_Pedage[i,-
1,2]),c(Pedagereal[,1],Pedagereal[,2]))$p.value #fitness function 
Education 
    } 
  } 
   
  #GA beginning 
  counter <- 1 
  while((sum(fitnessage > 0.05 & fitnesseducation > 0.2)==0) & counter 
< max_counter){ 
    print(counter) 
    print(weights_matrix) 
    set.seed(seed_value2[counter]) 
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    fitnessresultsage <- as.vector(fitnessage, mode = "any") 
    fitnessresultseducation <- as.vector(fitnesseducation, mode = 
"any") 
    bestsolutionsage <- sort(fitnessresultsage, decreasing = TRUE, 
index.return = TRUE) 
    bestsolutionseducation <- sort(fitnessresultseducation, decreasing 
= TRUE, index.return = TRUE) 
     
    bestsolutionsage <- bestsolutionsage$ix[1:5] 
    bestsolutionseducation <- bestsolutionseducation$ix[1:5] 
     
    #genaration of offspring 
    temp1 <- array(0,dim = c(10,9)) 
    for (i in 1:5){ 
      temp2 <- sample(5,2) 
      temp3 <- sample(9,5) 
      temp1[1+(i-1)*2,temp3] <- 
weights_matrix[bestsolutionsage[temp2[1]],temp3] 
      temp1[1+(i-1)*2,-temp3] <- 
weights_matrix[bestsolutionsage[temp2[2]],-temp3] 
      temp1[i*2,temp3] <- 
weights_matrix[bestsolutionseducation[temp2[2]],temp3] 
      temp1[i*2,-temp3] <- 
weights_matrix[bestsolutionseducation[temp2[1]],-temp3] 
    } 
    weights_matrix <- temp1 
     
    temp1 <- sample(10,sample(5,1)) 
    print(temp1) 
    for (i in 1:length(temp1)){ 
      temp2 <- sample(9,sample(5,1)) 
      print(temp2) 
      weights_matrix[temp1[i],temp2] <- weights_matrix[temp1[i],temp2] 
+ rnorm(length(temp2),0,min(min(weights_matrix[temp1[i],temp2]),1-
max(weights_matrix[temp1[i],temp2]))*0.3) 
    } 
     
     
    #repetition migration algorithm 
        weights <- array(0,dim=c(10,n_lines,11)) 
     
    for (i in 1:10){ 
      weights[i,,] <- 
weights_gen(n_lines,weights_matrix[i,1],weights_matrix[i,2],weights_ma
trix[i,3], weights_matrix[i,4], weights_matrix[i,5], 
weights_matrix[i,6], weights_matrix[i,7], weights_matrix[i,8], 
weights_matrix[i,9], seed_value) 
      for (id in 1:n_lines) { 
        temp = GainGoing(id,population,weights[i,,]) 
        if (temp[1] > GainStaying(id,population,weights[i,,])){   
          weights[i,id,10] <- 1 
          weights[i,id,11] <- temp[2] 
        } 
      } 
      write.table(weights[i,,], 
file=paste0("data_",i,"_run_",counter,".csv"), append = FALSE, quote = 
TRUE, sep = " ") 
    } 
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    counter <- counter + 1 
     
    simulated_Page <- array(0, dim=c(10,dim(Page)[1],dim(Page)[2])) 
    simulated_Pedage <- array(0, 
dim=c(10,dim(Pedagereal)[1]+1,dim(Pedagereal)[2])) 
     
    for (j in 1:10){ 
      for (i in 1:86){ 
        simulated_Page[j,i,1] <- 
sum(population$Age[(weights[j,,10]==1)]==(i-
1))/sum((weights[j,,10]==1)) 
      } 
      simulated_Page[j,86,1] <- 
sum(population$Age[(weights[j,,10]==1)]>=86)/sum((weights[j,,10]==1)) 
    } 
     
    for (j in 1:10){ 
      temp<-
table(population$Age[(weights[j,,10])==1],population$Education[(weight
s[j,,10])==1]) 
      if (sum(weights[j,,10])==0){ 
        next 
      } 
      for (i in 1:dim(temp)[1]){ 
        for (k in 1:dim(temp)[2]){ 
          
simulated_Pedage[j,(min(floor((as.numeric(names(temp[,1])[i])-
5)/10),5))+1,(min(ceiling(as.numeric(names(temp[1,])[k])/3),2))] <- 
simulated_Pedage[j,(min(floor((as.numeric(names(temp[,1])[i])-
5)/10),5))+1,(min(ceiling(as.numeric(names(temp[1,])[k])/3),2))] + 
temp[i,k] 
        } 
      } 
    } 
     
    fitnessage <- rep(0,10) 
    fitnesseducation <- rep(0,10) 
    for (i in 1:10){ 
      temp<-
table(population$Age[(weights[i,,10])==1],population$Education[(weight
s[i,,10])==1]) 
      
if((sum(weights[i,population$Age>=15,10])==0)|(dim(temp)[1]==1|dim(tem
p)[2]==1)){ 
        fitnessage[i] <- -1 
        fitnesseducation[i] <- -1 
      } else{ 
        fitnessage[i] <- ks.test(simulated_Page[i,,], 
as.array(Page$X.emigrants))$p.value #fitness function 
        fitnesseducation[i] <- chisq.test(c(simulated_Pedage[i,-
1,1],simulated_Pedage[i,-
1,2]),c(Pedagereal[,1],Pedagereal[,2]))$p.value #fitness function 
Education 
      } 
    } 
     
    write.table(fitnessage, file=paste0("pvaluesage_",counter,".csv"), 
append = FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = " ") 
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    write.table(fitnesseducation, 
file=paste0("pvaluesedage_",counter,".csv"), append = FALSE, quote = 
TRUE, sep = " ") 
  } 
   
  #Ending of GA 
   
  #Print database 
  if((sum(fitnessage > 0.05 & fitnesseducation > 0.20)>=1)){ 
    j<-sort(fitnessage, decreasing = TRUE, index.return = TRUE) 
    a<-j$ix[1] 
    b <-weights[a,,] 
    write.table(b[b[,10]==1,], file="finalweights_2.csv", append = 
FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = " ") 
    write.table(population[b[,10]==1,], file="finalpopulation_2.csv", 
append = FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = " ") 
    write.table(weights_matrix[a,], file="weightsmatrix.csv", append = 
FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = " ") 
  } else { 
    temp1 <- sort(fitnessage,decreasing = TRUE,index.return = 
TRUE)$ix[1:6] 
    temp2 <- sort(fitnesseducation,decreasing = TRUE,index.return = 
TRUE)$ix[1:6] 
    temp3 <- temp1 %in% temp2 
    temp4 <- fitnessage[temp3]+fitnesseducation[temp3] 
    temp4 <- which.max(temp4) 
    temp5 <- weights[temp4,,] 
    write.table(temp5[temp5[,10]==1,], file="bestweights.csv", append 
= FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = " ") 
    write.table(population[temp5[,10]==1,], file="bestpopulation.csv", 
append = FALSE, quote = TRUE, sep = " ") 
  } 
   
   
} 
 
 
